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IP20 | 230Vac | 50/60Hz
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Polycarbonate frost

LED Modules

With light projecting both directly
and indirectly, H45 is the go to
when you want versatile diffusion
and a profile that combines sleek,
sophisticated lines with the timeless
design.
Made-to-measure:
Choose the length and layout of the
system exactly as you want it, to
model the right lighting functions for
different tasks.
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Structure

126

45

Pendant

Diffuser
Profile
Aluminium profile. Unit=1m, maximum length per segment is 3m.
1

4 Profile couplings
One between two profile sections

Profile coupling linear
End caps
Set of two
2

Light source

A Polycarbonate frost diffuser
For all applications, friendly
clipping system and double fitting
system. Unit=1m, maximum length
per segment is 3m.

B LED Modules
High-efficiency LED modules with
excellent colour consistency and
long operation lifespan. Drivers
included.

Profile coupling corner
Diffuser Total Size
3

Fitting accessories

Sum of all LED light
sources + 20mm

Pendant fitting accessories
One 2m steel cable (Ø1,5mm)
with millimetric height
adjustment system.
One on each end of the profile
segment and every 3m.

General lighting

LED CRI>80 / >50.000h, L80/B10
3-step MacAdam

Clear base
Clear base DALI
Clear base E-KIT
Aluminium base
Aluminium base DALI
Aluminium base E-KIT
Aluminium base DALI +
E-KIT

Total size of the H45 Made-to-measure
Profile length
Sum of all LED
light sources* +
20mm
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Set of
Standard
End caps
+11mm

Set of
Slim
End caps
+5mm

*Diffuse module length = Sum of all LED light sources + 20mm (+3mm
between LED light sources)
Please add the finish code to the end of the profile and end caps code:
.01 White

.02 Black

.10 Anodised aluminium

